Re-experiencing stainless steel.
BLANCO Durinox™, the material innovation.
BLANCO Durinox™.

A velvety-matt surface with exceptional resistance is revolutionising stainless steel as we know it. BLANCO Durinox™ is notable for its brand new finish, which makes it particularly hard and gives it a unique design. The innovative stainless steel with the even structure is resistant to scratches and impervious to fingerprints.

You can see the unique character. Or simply feel it.
Stainless steel bowls in the Durinox™ finish. Unlike anything we have ever seen before.
An innovation that changes everything.

By shooting a billion stainless steel balls at it at a speed of approx. 300 km/h, BLANCO Durinox™ obtains its superior properties: more than twice as hard as conventional stainless steel, highly resistant to scratches in standard domestic use, impervious to fingerprints. Like reinventing stainless steel.

The new kind of stainless steel finish. Irresistible from the first moment.
With BLANCO Durinox™, we do one thing above all else: set new standards in design.

Above: BLANCO Durinox™ stainless steel worktop with SolidEdge, matching SolidEdge side trims in Durinox™ finish, weld-in BLANCO CLARON bowl and herb box in stainless steel satin polish.
The constantly increasing variety of the Durinox™ product range provides discerning kitchen designers with countless opportunities. Whether ZEROX inset or undermount bowls to contrast with other materials or the Durinox™ welded-in bowls, homogeneously integrated in a BLANCO Durinox™ stainless steel worktop, BLANCO Durinox™ always inspires exceptional kitchen designs.

The new programme variety of BLANCO Durinox™: Source of inspiration.
Countless possibilities leave nothing to be desired.

Above: BLANCO Durinox™ stainless steel worktop with SolidEdge and weld-in BLANCO ZEROX bowl in BLANCO Durinox™ finish

Versatile and first-class: the BLANCO Durinox™ product range.

**BOWLS IN BLANCO DURINOX™**

The BLANCO ZEROX bowl programme with the Durinox™ finish opens up a wide range of possibilities for you in kitchen planning, whether as an elegant undermount or IF flat-fitting rim or with an integrated top ledge. The eleven different bowl models in the zero radius design all appeal with their velvety-matt looks and extreme resistance.

**WORKTOPS IN BLANCO DURINOX™**

Those who like to be individual have the freedom to realise freely planned solutions with BLANCO Durinox™. The variety of products finished in the Durinox™ method lets you give free rein to your imagination. This opens up a tremendous spectrum of individual design options. Whether for worktops in a wide range of edge designs and thicknesses, combined with smoothly integrated BLANCO CLARON and ZEROX weld-in bowls, side trims and back panels.

Discover the full range, available from specialist retailers or through our website: [www.blanco-steelart.com](http://www.blanco-steelart.com)
An elegant material that loses nothing of its elegance.

The innovative surface finish of BLANCO Durinox™ reduces the amount of cleaning needed. All that is required for the daily cleaning is a soft sponge and a little water or a damp microfibre cloth. Limescale and mild dirt can be removed using our specially developed Durinox™ cleaning product. This will ensure that the velvety-matt stainless steel retains its timeless beauty for many years to come.

BLANCO Durinox™
Some things retain their timeless beauty.